SGT Meeting Agenda
March 17, 2022

Attendance: Laura Common, Kristy Masterson, Dayton Hibbs, Hillary Cook, Rev. Don Ezell, Marshai Waiter, Mary E. Mayer, and Courtney Morrel

I. Approval of Minutes - February 17, 2022
   Motioned: Mayer – Approval of prior minutes
   Seconded: Rev. Don Ezell

II. Unified Dress Code Discussion - Continued
   a. Adding greater flexibility to outwear (add white as an approved color)
      No changes at this moment – the next step is to propose getting parent feedback about approved colors prior to further discussion and will be revisited in the next SGT meeting, which will include Mrs. Brown – the soon to be new MMS principal.
   b. Engagement with MSGA SGT – once decided upon, will be brought up with MSGA SGT.

III. SY22 Scheduling Update
   a. Goals and Objectives
      Two new personnel to be hired to increase class options and adding planning time for teachers.
   b. Challenges and Opportunities
      Will be discussed at the next SGT meeting with Mrs. Brown.

IV. Testing Update
   a. Georgia Milestones
   b. Georgia Measures of Academic Progress (GMAP)
      Moving towards only the GMAP testing instead of administering both MAP and Milestones. The first/baseline GMAP test will be giving this year in place of the 3rd MAP testing at the end of this school year.

Taking the Middle to the Top
V. End-of Year Activities
   a. Pep Rally (3/25/22)
   b. Eighth Grade Social (4/22/22)
   c. Seventh Grade Honors Night (5/16/22)
   d. Eighth Grade Honors Night (5/19/22)
   e. Blue and White Tassel Ceremony (5/20/22)
   f. Seventh Grade Field Day (5/26/22)
   g. Eighth Grade Walk (5/26/22)

VI. Next Meeting Date
   a. April 21, 2022